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We all have our own stories on how we first started off on our journey 
of self improvement don’t we? 
  
Some of us wanted to change our lives due to great pain we 
experienced.  Others caught a second chance at life and wanted to 
make the best of it.  Still others realized how embarking on a journey 
of self improvement would help them in turn to achieve the goals they 
set for themselves.    
 
For the most part, the majority of us realized the immense power that 
we each had and we went on a journey of self improvement to 
reconnect with it in order to achieve our goals in life.   
 
So you started reading the books, listening to the tapes, attending the 
seminars and you gradually caught a glimpse of that power.  The more 
you learned, the more knowledge you wanted to assimilate.  
 
However as you kept on reading and listening, you seemed 
overwhelmed with all the different answers that came about when it 
came to achieving your goals.  One self improvement expert said the 
key to achieving your goals was this, another said this, yet another 
said something else.   
 
After a while, you felt as if they were all saying the same things, but in 
different ways and you’re right; they are.   
 
To illustrate the frustration and confusion many people have when it 
comes to self improvement and goal achievement, ask any person this 
question:  What is the key to achieving your goals? 
 
Let the answers come forth. 
 
Perseverance! 
Determination! 
Goal Setting! 
Luck! 
Positive Thinking! 
Networking! 
The Subconscious Mind! 
Belief! 
Faith! 
Action! 
Hard work! 
NLP! 
Affirmations! 
Self Confidence! 
Planning! 



Creative Thinking! 
Thinking! 
Feeling! 
Gratitude! 
Education! 
Connections! 
Self-Control! 
Time Management! 
Law of Attraction! 
Concentration! 
Commitment! 
Long Term Vision! 
Self Esteem! 
Reading! 
Writing Down Your Goals! 
Persuasion! 
Listening! 
People Skills! 
Consistency! 
Clarity! 
Hope! 
Encouragement! 
Baby Steps! 
Patience! 
Brainstorming! 
Self Discipline! 
Focus! 
 
Where to start?  
Where to begin?   
Who’s right? 
Who’s wrong? 
 

They are all right, yet they are all wrong. 
 
I know that’s a bold claim so please allow me to explain. 
 
One of the traps that come about from listening to everything out 
there is that people tend to highlight one principle or a group of 
principles and label them as the key(s) to achieving your goals.   
 
This is the level of self improvement that many people get 
stuck in without ever realizing it.  
 
One book says all you need to do is take action.  You know that 
intuitively, but you can’t seem to take action because you 
procrastinate.  So you read a book on procrastination and it gives tips 
and techniques which help in the short run, but not in the long run.  



Other books claim that you need determination.  Still other books 
claim faith is all you need.   
 

How “The List” Came About 
 
So in an effort to settle the answer once and for all, people attempted 
to classify the principles of success that were needed to achieve goals 
by interviewing hundreds of successful people in order to come up with 
“The List”.   
 
To put it succinctly, the goal was to classify and duplicate.  Classify the 
principles of success by researching and interviewing people who’ve 
achieved goals to come up with “The List” of principles and all you 
have to do is duplicate everything on that list in order to achieve your 
goals.   
 
What was the result?  We have a HUGE list to deal with like the one we 
saw in the beginning of this report and that list is just a small fraction.  
It’s overwhelming to try to develop each principle on that list.  Now 
what?  Do we just try to instill each principle within ourselves one by 
one?  How do we reconcile this mess?   

 
Find The Source 

 
What we do now is find the source that brings about these things 
naturally.   
 
Allow me to draw a parallel to business to better explain this concept. 
 
Ask anybody what is the key to a successful business: 
 
Let the answers rain forth. 
 
Marketing! 
Sales! 
Vision! 
Mission Statement! 
Leadership! 
Management! 
Employees! 
Customer Service! 
Growth! 
USP! 
Database Management! 
Accounting! 
Work Culture! 
Time Management! 
Brainstorming! 
Creativity! 



Customer Relationship! 
Advertising! 
Consulting! 
Employee Retention! 
 
Again, we have a horde of answers.   
 
Ask a marketing guy what he thinks is the key to success in business  
and what do you get as the answer? Marketing.  People have to know 
about the product or service if the company has any chance of selling. 
 
Ask an accountant? Accounting.  You have to keep track of where 
you’re spending the money.  
 
Ask a salesman? Sales.  It’s not enough to let people know, you’ve got 
to make them buy. 
 
Ask a CEO?  Vision. 
 
Same thing with the principles of success. 
 
Ask one successful person what the key to success is? Persistence. 
 
Ask another – Hard Work 
 
Ask another – Faith. 
 
You see, everybody’s answer to the key of success is biased. They are 
not objective.  Therefore, it’s futile to pin it down.  This naturally led to 
the attempt to come up with a HUGE list like the one you saw in the 
beginning of this report.  That’s an overwhelming amount of things to 
master so again we come up against the same problem as before.   
 
So let me ask you this question. 
 
Does a company magically poof into thin air with all the components 
listed above? 
 
NO.  A company does not magically poof into thin air with sales, 
marketing, accounting, human resources, etc., all at once.   
 
Then how do they come about? 
 

A Natural Process of Growth 
 
There is a process of growth that brings about these components 
naturally.   
 
Let that sink in for a moment.   



 
Once you understand this, you’re well on your way to the next 
level in self improvement. 
 
There is a natural process of growth that brings about these things in 
order.  Small companies don’t have HR departments, yet when they 
grow, then they have HR departments.  Marketing doesn’t exist unless 
there is a product or service to sell.  You cannot have managers if you 
have no employees. You cannot have sales without marketing.  
 
Do you see where this is going?  There’s a process of growth that 
when taken in the right order, naturally brings about those 
components in business. 
 
Similarly, there’s a natural order to the process of growth that brings 
about those principles of success you read about which help you in 
turn to achieve your goals.  Action, persistence, determination, etc., – 
these principles will all be brought about naturally through a process of 
growth.  You do not have to possess them ALL at once, yet that’s the 
trap that many people delude themselves into thinking.  
 
They think by trying to classify and duplicate the principles of success, 
they can succeed but that doesn’t work because you’re trying to 
skip the very process that brings about those principles 
naturally. 
 
This brings us to the realization that we don’t have to force the 
principles of success, but rather have it manifest naturally as a 
byproduct from the process of growth.   
 
Instead of thinking you have to develop each of the principles of 
success listed in the beginning of report to achieve your goals, realize 
you will develop them naturally. 
 
You will naturally be persistent.  
You will naturally be determined. 
You will naturally take action. 
You will naturally have faith. 
You will naturally plan. 
You will naturally be creative, etc. 
 
The main problem is that people are focusing on ONE piece of the 
puzzle or a group of pieces and trying to duplicate those pieces and 
that’s EXACTLY why people can’t get to the next level in self 
improvement. 
 
I want you to look back at the goals you’ve achieved in your life so far 
and carefully analyze them.  Take a very close look.  Look at the 
history.  Look back at the process.  There’s always an order.     



 
Imagine that you go to a surgeon and they perform surgery on you 
and THEN give you the anesthetic.  Doesn’t help that much does it?  
Why?  Because they didn’t follow the order to the process.     
 
We come across the importance of process and more 
importantly, an ORDER to that process.   
 
To give you a better understanding, let’s go back to the business 
analogy and see what the process is. 
 
Do you concentrate on marketing before you have a product or service?  
No of course not.  You’ve got to have a product or service before you 
market it.  So you think of a great idea for a product or service.  Then 
what?  Now you need some capital right?  You’ve got to convince some 
investors to invest in your idea.  You’ve got to set up meetings, learn 
how to persuade them, do the paperwork, go the whole nine yards.  
Let’s say you get the capital after all that.  Now what?  Now you start 
producing your product or service.  You start marketing.  Sales start 
coming in.  You have to start keeping track of all the data.  Databases 
are implemented, accounting is outsourced, more employees are hired, 
managers are hired to supervise the employees, etc.   This is just a 
very simple example to point out that there is a natural process that 
brings about all the components of a successful business in the right 
order naturally.  
 
Similarly, there is a natural process to goal achievement and an order 
to that process and once that process is initiated in the correct order, 
then all the principles of success will come about naturally AND once 
they all come about naturally, they work together harmoniously.   That 
last part is very important because it leads to another important point.   
 
The principles of success work together in harmony AFTER they 
manifest naturally. 
 
AFTER the natural process of growth, the principles of success start to 
manifest naturally and THEN they work together in harmony. 
 
Let’s go back to the business analogy.  For example, when marketing 
is good, then so is sales, so with the increased cash flow, HR begins to 
hire more people to handle the workload and now that you have more 
workers, you can produce and sell more which brings in even more 
cash, and all these components start to work together harmoniously 
and the cycle then continues. 
 
There is a logical order that brings about these components FIRST, 
and THEN and ONLY THEN do they begin to work harmoniously with 
one another.   
 



It doesn’t happen all at once.  There is a natural process that 
evolves and then synergizes. 
 
The order is important.  Once that is pegged down, then all those 
components start to reinforce one another. 
 
Similarly, when you engage the natural process of goal achievement, 
all the principles of success are brought about naturally and then they 
work together harmoniously to bring about the achievement of your 
goals. 
 

Back to Nature 
 
The reason why a lot of people are “stuck”  and can’t seem to achieve 
their goals despite the enormous literature they’ve read or the number 
of seminars they’ve attended is because it’s gotten so confusing as the 
self improvement industry has become flooded with too much 
information.   
 
Today we are on information overload on how we can improve 
ourselves in order to achieve our goals.  We intellectualize it so 
much that we forget the simple fact that it’s supposed to be 
natural.   
 
We’ve lost sight of the simple fact that we already have everything we 
need to achieve our goals is inside of us.  We don’t need subliminal cds.  
We don’t need magic stones.  We don’t need good luck charms.    
 
It’s supposed to be natural.   
 
Andrew Carnegie did not have to listen to subliminal cds.  Thomas 
Edison did not need magic stones.  Henry Ford did not need good luck 
charms.  None of them needed any of those things to achieve their 
goals   
 
You DON”T need to waste your money on those things.  Everything 
you need is already inside you.  Stop thinking that anything on the 
outside will do it for you.  It cannot.  Truth be told, it SERVES YOU if 
you do it on your own because you’ll realize the important fact that 
you had the power to do it within you the entire time. 
 
We need to go back to the basics and stop the confusion, because out 
of the basics, we will derive what we need naturally.   
 
Most people are stuck on the same level of self improvement.   
 
They try to develop ONLY discipline, thinking it’s the key to all their 
problems.  
 



They try to develop ONLY positive thinking, thinking that it’s the key to 
all their problems.   
 
They try to develop ONLY time management techniques, thinking that 
it’s the key to solving their problems. 
 
What common thread can we see here?  It’s that many people want to 
skip the evolutionary process and try to artificially create the end 
principles of success in order to achieve their goals.  That doesn’t work.   
 
What all of them don’t realize is that there is a process and an order to 
that process that brings about all those qualities naturally, and once 
they are all brought about, the work off each other harmoniously, 
much like the business example stated previously.   
 
We have a way of overcomplicating things that are simple.  Let’s go 
back to the basics. 
 
Stop trying to skip the natural process. 
 
It’s beyond having ONE key to success.  It’s beyond a list of principles 
of success.  It’s beyond advice such as “Just do it.”   
 
Stop trying to classify and duplicate the principles of success.  
Instead, look for the natural process of goal achievement. 
 
A natural process of goal achievement must ensue that will 
bring about all the principles of success naturally and ONCE 
they are all brought together, THEN and ONLY THEN do they 
work together in harmony to bring about other principles of 
success that when combined, bring about the inevitable 
achievement of your goals.  
 
Welcome to the next level in self improvement. 
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